
Law of Torts1/ASR 



THE NATURE OF A TORT  
•  The term “Tort” has been derived from 

the Latin term “Tortum” which means to 
twist. It means twisted, crooked, 
unlawful, or a wrongful act rather than 
an act which is straight or lawful. Tort 
may be defined as a civil wrong which is 
repressible by an action for unliquidated 
damages and which is other than a mere 
breach of contract or breach of trust. 

• Liquidated damages= fixed in advance  



Is it Law of Tort or Law of Torts 
The question is 

1. Is it the Law of Tort i.e., Is every wrongful act, for 
which there is no justification or excuse to be 
treated as a tort; or (WINFIELD)// A new wrong 
can be recognised as tort/ 

2. Is it the Law of Torts, consists only of a number of 
specific wrongs beyond which the liability under 
this branch cannot arise (SALMOND) 

Law of Torts=Pigeon hole theory= If there is no 
pegion-hole in which the plaintiff's case could fit 
in, the defendant has committed no tort 



TORT & CRIME 
I. Tort is infringement of a private or a civil right 

and, therefore, it is considered to be a wrong 
against the person to whom the damage has been 
caused. Crime, on the other hand, is a public 
wrong. 

II. In a tort, the injured party himself brings an 
action against the wrongdoer whereas in a crime, 
the wrongdoer is prosecuted by the State even 
though victim in this case is also an individual.  

III. In a tort the injured party is awarded 
compensation or damages. In a crime the 
wrongdoer is punished.  

 



TORT AND BREACH OF CONTRACT  
I. In a contract, the parties, with their free consent, 

undertake to perform certain duties. In a tort, the 
duties are imposed by law. For example, I promise 
to sell you a radio set, the duty is contractual and I 
have voluntarily undertaken it. On the other hand, 
I have a duty not to commit trespass on your land. 
Such duty is imposed by law and the breach of it 
is a tort. 

II. In a contract, the contracting parties owe a duty 
to each other only. A duty not to commit a tort is 
owed to persons generally and not to any 
particular individual 

 



Both Tort & Breach of Contract 
• When A and B have entered into a contract 

and a makes a breach of contract, B can bring 
an action for the breach of the contract. It is 
also possible that the breach of the contract 
by A also results in the commission of a tort 
against C. It has now been established by 
Donoghue v. Stevenson, that C can also bring 
an action against A. C has not to prove his 
privity of contract with A as his action is 
based on tort, which is quite independent of 
a contract between A and B. 

 



Donoghue v. Stevenson(1932) 
• A went to a restaurant with a woman friend and bought 

one bottle of ginger beer manufactured by the 
defendants. The woman consumed part of the contents 
but when the remainder was poured into the glass, she 
observed the decomposed body of a snail in it. The ginger-
beer bottle being opaque and sealed, the presence of the 
snail could not have been observed earlier. The woman 
brought an action against the manufacturer for negligence 
and alleged by taking a part of the contaminated drink, 
she had contracted serious illness. The House of Lords 
held that the manufacturer owed her a duty to take care 
that the bottle did not contain noxious matter injurious to 
health  



Tort –Breach of Trust 

•With respect to trust, there 
must be a trust in 
existence. 

•With respect to trust, the 
wrongdoer must be the 
trustee of such trust. 
 



Essentials of a tort  
 1. Act or Omission 

2. Injury(Legal Damage/infringement of a legal 
right) 

Note: “Legal damage” and “damage” are different. 
Damage means material loss 

 



Act or Omission 
 • In order to make a person liable, he must have 

either done some positive act or made an omission 
in the performance of his legal duty. For example, 
entering on the land of another without 
justification, or publishing a defamatory statement 
are examples of positive acts resulting in the torts 
of trespass and defamation. Omission to perform a 
duty, e.g. omission to cover a trench may make a 
person liable if somebody falls into it and gets 
injured. 

 



Injury(Legal Damage) 
 • To be successful in an action for tort, the plaintiff 

has also to prove legal damage. Unless there is 
violation of a legal right, an action under the law of 
torts cannot lie. When there is violation of a legal 
right, it is actionable even without the proof of any 
damage (injuria sine damno). But when there is no 
violation of a legal right, no action lies even though 
damage may have been caused to the plaintiff 
(damnum sine injuria). Thus, setting up a rival 
school by the defendant was not actionable even 
though plaintiffs suffered loss because of 
competition (Gloucester Grammar School case ).  

• DAMAGE= Material loss 



Injuria Sine Damno  
• It means violation of a legal right without causing 

any damage. Since there is violation of a legal right, 
it can be actionable in a court of law even though 
no damage has been caused.  

• In Ashby v. White(1703), the defendant, a returning 
officer in a Parliamentary election, wrongfully 
refused to take the vote of the plaintiff. The plaintiff 
did not suffer any loss by this refusal because the 
candidate for whom he wanted to vote won in spite 
of that. The defendant was, however, held liable, 
because the plaintiff’s legal right had been violated. 

 



Bhim Singh v State of J&K(1986) 
• The petitioner, an MLA of J&K Assembly was 

wrongfully arrested and detained by the police 
while he was going to attend the Assembly session. 
He was not produced before the magistrate within 
the requisite period. As a consequence of this, the 
member was deprived of his constitutional right to 
attend the assembly session. There was  also 
violation of fundamental right to personal liberty 
guaranteed under A/21 of the Consn. By the time 
the petition was decided by the Supreme Court, 
Bhim Singh had been released, but by of 
consequential relief, exemplary damages amounting 
to Rs.50,000 were awarded to him 



Mental element in tortious liability 
 • Generally, under criminal law, guilty mind (mens rea) is 

a necessary element for liability. No such generalization 
is possible for liability under law of torts. In torts like 
assault, battery, false imprisonment, deceit, malicious 
prosecution and conspiracy, the state of mind of a 
person is relevant to ascertain his liability. For 
ascertaining the liability of a person for the tort of 
negligence, we compare the conduct of the defendant 
with that of a reasonable man and make him liable 
only if he fails to perform the duty of due care. Mental 
element is relevant in another way also, i.e., when the 
defendant is innocent and the damage has been 
caused due to and inevitable accident. In such a case, 
he is not liable. 

 



Mental element in tortious liability 
 • In certain areas, on the other hand, mental element 

is quite irrelevant. In an action for conversion or 
defamation, the innocence of the defendant is no 
defence.  

• Richardson v.Atkinson : The defendant drew out 
some wine out of the plaintiff’s cask( a large 
container for storing liquids) and mixed  water with 
the remainder to make good the deficiency. He was 
held liable for the conversion of the whole cask. 

• Motive:-An idea, belief, or emotion that impels a 
person to act in accordance with that state of 
mind. 



Evil motive(MALICE) 
• It means the motive for doing a wrongful act. When 

the defendant does an act with a feeling of spite, 
vengeance or ill will, the act is said to be done 
maliciously. 

•  As a general rule, motive is quite irrelevant in 
determining a person’s liability under the law of 
torts. A wrongful act does not become lawful 
merely because the motive is good. Similarly, a 
lawful act does not become wrongful because of a 
bad motive or malice 

• Mayor of Bradford Corporation v. Pickles(1895) 

• Town Area Committee v. Prabhu Dayal(1975) 

 

 

 



Mayor of Bradford Corporation v. Pickles 

• In Mayor of Bradford Corporation v. Pickles, the 
defendant made certain excavations on his own 
land out of ill will for the plaintiffs, who had 
refused to purchase defendant’s land at an 
exorbitant price. By these excavations the water 
flowing underground from the land of the 
defendant to the adjoining land of the plaintiff 
corporation was discoloured and diminished. Here, 
the damage had been caused maliciously but since 
the defendant was making a lawful use of his own 
land, he was held not liable.  

 



Town Area Committee v. Prabhu Dayal 
• In Town Area Committee v. Prabhu Dayal, the 

defendants demolished the construction illegally 
made by the plaintiff. The plaintiff in his suit 
claimed that the demolition was illegal as it was 
mala fide. The Allahabad High Court held that if the 
demolition is otherwise valid, it cannot become 
invalid, merely because of malice on the part of 
some of the officers of the committee. The court 
did not go into the question of malice at all and 
held that the demolition was valid and the 
defendants were not liable. 

 



Bombay H C sets aside BMC notices to 
Kangana Ranaut/NOV 27, 2020  

 • A division bench of Justices S J Kathawalla and 
R I Chagla noted that the action undertaken by 
the civic body leaves hardly “any manner of 
doubt” that it was unauthorised. The BMC 
had alleged Ranaut of unauthorised 
construction in her office, a portion of which 
was razed. The high court said it has 
compared the photographs and found no 
unauthorised construction 



GENERAL DEFENCES  
 



A)Volenti non fit injuria 
• It means voluntary assumption of risk. When the 

plaintiff suffers some harm with his own consent, it 
is a complete defence for the defendant. If I invite 
somebody to my house, I cannot sue him for 
trespass. Similarly, when I submit to a surgical 
operation, the surgeon cannot be sued for assault 
or battery. Such consent may be express or implied. 
A player in the game of cricket or football is 
deemed to be agreeing to any hurt which may be 
likely in the normal course of the game. Consent in 
such cases is to the risks of pure accidents. If one of 
the players deliberately hits and injures another 
player, he will be liable because there is considered 
to be no consent to such deliberate harm.  



Hall v. Brooklands Auto-Racing Club(1932) 
• In Hall v. Brooklands Auto-Racing Club, the plaintiff, 

a spectator at a car race, being conducted by the 
defendants, was injured when a car was 
accidentally thrown into the spectator’s enclosure. 
It was held that the plaintiff impliedly took the risk 
of such injury, the danger being inherent in the 
sport, and, therefore, the defendants were held not 
liable.  



B)Inevitable Accident 
• Accident means an unexpected injury  

1. Should not be intentional 

2. Defendant should have taken reasonable care 

• It is, therefore, a good defence if the defendant can 
show that he neither intended to injure the 
plaintiff nor could he avoid the injury by taking 
reasonable care. In Brown v Kendall, the plaintiff's 
and the defendant's dogs were fighting. While the 
defendant was trying to separate them, he 
accidentally hit the plaintiff in his eye, who was 
standing nearby. The defendant was held not liable. 



C)Act of God 
• Working of natural forces like unusual heavy 

rainfall, storm, tides tempests or volcanic eruptions  
should be there.In Nichols v. Marsland(1876), four 
bridges belonging to the plaintiff had been washed 
away by an unprecedented heavy rainfall which 
made the water to escape from the defendant’s 
artificial lakes. The defendant was not liable as the 
escape of water and consequential loss was due to 
an act of God.// If a building collapses after a 
rainfall of about 2 to 3 inches and causes damages, 
the defence of act of God is not available because 
such a rainfall is not an unusual thing. (Kallulal v. 
Hemchand 1958). 

 



D)Private defence 
• The law permits the USE OF REASONABLE FORCE TO 

PROTECT one’s person or property. The force must be 
to repel an imminent invasion. Use of force, therefore, 
cannot be justified either in anticipation of some 
threat or by way of retaliation. The force used by way 
of defence should be such as is absolutely necessary to 
repel the invasion. Fixing of broken glass or spikes on a 
wall, or keeping of fierce dog can be justified for the 
protection of property, but fixing up of spring guns 
without any warning to trespasser (See Bird v. 
Holbrooke and I lot v. Wilkes), or live electric wire to 
keep the trespassers away (R. Mudali v. M. Gangm and 
Cherubin Gregory v. State of Bihar) cannot be justified 



E)Necessity 
• An act causing damage, if done under necessity to 

prevent a greater evil is not actionable even 
though harm was caused intentionally. Throwing 
goods overboard a ship to lighten it for saving the 
ship and persons on board the ship, or pulling 
down a house to stop further spread for fire are its 
common examples. Similarly, it would not be 
actionable to pull out a drowning person from 
water or for a competent surgeon to perform an 
operation on an unconscious person to save his 
life. 

 



F)Statutory Authority 
• When an act is done under the authority of an Act, 

it is a complete defence and the injured party has 
no remedy except for claiming such compensation 
as may have been provided by the statute. 
Immunity is not only for the harm which is obvious, 
but also for that which is incidental to the exercise 
of such authority. When a railway line is 
constructed under the authority of a statute, there 
is no liability in respect of interference with land, 
there is also no liability for incidental harm due to 
noise, vibration, smoke, emission of sparks, etc., 
which would be there by the running of the trains. 

 



CAPACITY  
(A)Minor.- He can sue like an adult but in his case the 

action is to be brought through his next friend. A 
minor is liable in the same manner and to the 
same extent as an adult for a tort committed by 
him 

(B) Act of State:- An act done in exercise of sovereign 
power in relation to another State or subject of 
another State is an act of State. It cannot be 
questioned by municipal courts. There can be no 
such thing as an act of State between a sovereign 
and his own subjects (NOT BETWEEN THE INDIAN 
STATE & INDIAN SUBJECTS) 

 



© Corporations 
• It was at one time doubtful whether a corporation 

could be sued for torts like malicious prosecution or 
deceit, where a wrongful intention was a necessary 
element.  It is now held that even though the 
corporation may not have the requisite mental 
element for a tort requiring malice, its agents are 
capable of having the same and, therefore, if the 
act is done within the course of their employment, 
a corporation is liable for their acts like an ordinary 
employer.  

• EVEN IF MENTAL ELEMENT IS A REQUIREMENT 



D)Independent & Joint Tortfeasors 
(Composite Tortfeasors) 

• When two or more persons commit a tort acting in 
furtherance of a common design, they are known 
as joint tortfeasors. They are to be differentiated 
from independent tortfeasors. Independent 
tortfeasors act independently of each other but 
concur to produce a single damage(2 media 
channels /defaming).Joint and independent 
tortfeasors are also known as composite 
tortfeasors.The common examples of joint 
tortfeasors are: principal and agent, master and 
servant, and partners. 



F)Persons having Judicial and Executive 
authority 

• Judicial Officers’ Protection Act, 1850 grants protection 
to a judicial officer for any act done or ordered to be 
done by him in the discharge of his judicial duty. The 
protection is also available even though he, acting 
honestly, exceeds his jurisdiction. If, however, a 
magistrate acting mala fide, illegally and outside his 
jurisdiction, orders the arrest of a person, he can be 
made liable for the wrong of false imprisonment. 
(Sailajanand Pande v. Suresh Chandra Gupta). The 
protection is available only in respect of judicial 
proceedings rather than mere administrative or 
ministerial proceedings. (State of U.P. v. Tulsi Ram). 

 



Persons having Judicial and Executive authority 

• Executive officers also enjoy certain protections. 
Public servants are not liable for acts done by them 
in the their duties, e.g., a police officer acting on a 
warrant which appears to be valid has absolute 
protection for acts done in the execution of that 
warrant. 

 

 

 

 



MVACT: 
 • For a claim under MV act defendant’s negligence 

need not be proved/Can Claim –even if there is 
contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff 

• Liability without fault in certain cases(Ss.140-144) 

(a) DEATH=50,000/ 

(b)  Permanent disablement=25000 

 



Motor Vehicles Act,1988 
• Payment of compensation in hit and rum motor 

accident (Ss.161-163) 

(a)Death=25000/Grievous Hurt=12,500 

 

• Feb 27,2019:Compensation for hit-and-run death 
be increased from Rs Rs 25,000 to Rs 2 lakh: SC 

• Solatium Fund: This hit and run insurance fund is a 
scheme formed by the Central Government to 
compensate victims of hit-and-run car accidents. 
The Solatium Fund is contributed by the general 
insurance industry as per an agreed formula. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



VL Problem 
• The Supdt. Engineer of R &B Department directed 

the driver of a departmental Zeep to carry some 
bitumen drums, mechanical tools and to make over 
the same to the Asst. Engineer who is looking after 
road laying work situated 5 K.M. away from the 
office. The driver promptly complied with the 
orders of S.E. but while returning he drove the zeep 
to his residence just to enquire about the health 
condition of his wife. En route, his Zeep hit against a 
pedestrian who subsequently collapsed in the 
government hospital. The dependants of the victim 
filed civil and criminal cases against driver and 
claimed compensation from the R & B Department. 

 



Discuss:- 
 1. Whether State is liable for the death of the 

pedestrian, and if so how? 

2. What is the extent of liability of the driver of the 
Zeep in causing the death of the victim? 

3. What will be the legal position if the pedestrian 
crosses the road ignoring the red signal shown to 
pedestrians to stop? 

• This problem involves discussion on State’s vicarious 
liability, civil & criminal liability of the perpetrator of 
the wrong, Negligence and Compensation  

 


